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Abstract—Unintentional signal coupling between adjacent
wires known as crosstalk is a common problem in integrated
circuits (IC) and became major with operating frequencies rise
and circuit dimensions decrease. Performance decline, signal
distortion, and functional failures could all result from this
phenomenon. Hence, having reliable crosstalk prediction and
reduction mechanisms is a crucial aspect of IC design.

Machine learning (ML) is currently a widely utilized technique
in prediction algorithms. The suggested approach combines
crosstalk analysis and ML to explore ways to predict crosstalk
and reduce disturbances in ICs taking as input the physical design
of IC.

Training data for the ML model is collected from the parsing
algorithm of IC information. Experiments are done for different
types of designs (standard cells, memories, etc.). As a result, the
trained ML model provides approximately 90% pass rate.

Keywords—Crosstalk, crosstalk prediction, signal in-
tegrity, machine learning, deep learning, neural network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Crosstalk is a common occurrence in ICs, especially as oper-
ating frequencies continue to rise, circuit dimensions continue
to decrease, and more devices are organized in ICs. A signal
switching of one net creates crosstalk noise at its neighboring
nets by capacitive coupling. Noise amplitude can reach up to
30% of the design source voltage. Crosstalk may cause data
corruption, timing mistakes, increased power consumption,
and even leakage of secure information and functional failures
in ICs [1], [2]. As a result, controlling and reducing crosstalk
has grown to be an essential part of contemporary IC design to
produce high-performance and dependable electronic systems.

There are several works introducing an overview of the
crosstalk phenomenon, crosstalk identification and estimation,
proposing a crosstalk analysis model [3]- [8], as well as
multiple works proposing crosstalk reduction and prediction
techniques including clock tree optimization, repeater inser-
tion, shielding, skewing, etc [9]- [14].

The clock tree optimization is proposed for crosstalk reduc-
tion [9]. A new approach to clock tree synthesis was proposed
with non-default rules for clock nets. The combination of non-
default rules allowed for the reduction of crosstalk in circuits.
The rules affect on distribution of clock nets and the cells,
which decreases the routing congestion.

Crosstalk noise can be reduced via shielding, which is both
practical and common [10]. Placing ground or power lines

alongside a victim signal line is a ubiquitous technique for
shielding that lowers noise and delays uncertainty (Fig. 1).
When a shield is added, the crosstalk between two connected
interconnects is frequently ignored, which significantly under-
estimates the coupling noise.

Fig. 1. Shielding in interconnects

In order to sustain the signal strength in lengthy intercon-
nects, repeater insertion is a strategy [10]. The time delays
brought on by lengthy interconnects in Very large-scaled inte-
grated (VLSI) circuits might be decreased by using repeaters.
Crosstalk is further reduced upon signal restoration at the
repeater node as the time delay is decreased and the signal
is also restored after each repeater (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Repeater insertion in interconnects

When drivers switched in different directions as opposed
to the same direction, there was a greater propagation delay
and crosstalk noise. Skewing is a static delay that is added to



signal propagation. Thus, the skewing of drivers led to a faster
switchover time, which in turn decreased crosstalk [10].

Besides crosstalk reduction, a crosstalk prediction mech-
anism is proposed as well [14]. The experimental data of
crosstalk critical net categories is shown with a Venn diagram
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The Venn diagram of three crosstalk-critical nets with:
A: Nets with large coupling capacitance,
B: Nets with large crosstalk inducted noise,
C: Nets with long incremental delay

The crosstalk modeling flow is constructed based on the
experimental results (Fig 4).

Fig. 4. Crosstalk modeling flow

The placement and post-routing databases are used to ex-
tract input features and ground truth data, which together
create the ML database. The most efficient feature sets and
the best models for three crosstalk classification problems
are identified through training and evaluating the prediction
performance of candidate ML models using the labeled data
stored in the ML database. These feature sets and models can
be used to quickly identify problematic nets in new placement
instances.

A part of artificial intelligence called machine/deep learning
(ML/DL) enables computers to learn patterns from data, adapt,
and enhance their performance over time. It has transformed
the field of IC by allowing systems to make predictions and
judgments based on data [15].

II. THE PROPOSED CROSSTALK PREDICTION METHOD
AND IMPLEMENTATION

The inputs of the proposed mechanism are the design GDSII
file and the layer mapping file for the given GDSII. As an

output, the model will detect whether there are crosstalk effects
for the selected pair of metals. Overall flow has two main parts:

• data collection (Fig. 5)
• ML/DL model construction and training (Fig. 6)

Fig. 5. Data collection

The data collection flow contains several iterations. The
metals parsing iteration contains the metal layer and coordi-
nates detection and extraction from GDSII and LayerMap files.
As an output, not only the information of metals’ coordinates,
but their mutual positions as well are available. Cross area and
cross distance calculation is done based on the output of the
first iteration and calculated for each layer. Next is the cross-
cap coefficient calculation. Crossing area and distance between
metal pairs allow for calculating the crossing capacitance coef-
ficient between them. The main iteration of the data collection
flow is Signal Integrity (SI) analysis and data labeling. This
iteration runs the SI analysis. The output information is used to
label pairs of metals per layer and determine which neighbor
pairs have crosstalk. The identification values for crosstalk
existence or absence between gathered pairs are logical “1”
and “0” accordingly. Currently, the SI analyzer will take care
of the signal switching activity or shielded metals, including
their existence or absence in the output information.

The final step of data collection is serializing collected
results into a database (DB) file. The DB file has XLSX/CSV
format file which will be used for ML model training and
verification.

Fig. 6. ML/DL model construction and training

The ML/DL model construction and training flow contains
several iterations:

A. Data processing and preparation

This iteration takes the output DB file from the data collec-
tion flow as input and starts data processing and preparation,



including duplicate, incomplete data drops and string type
data processing. For last, one-hot encoding method is used
to convert string to digital format.

B. Data normalization

The results of data processing and preparation are nor-
malized to be an input for the neural network model. The
linear scaling normalization technique is used [16]. This will
transform features to a specific range ([0, 1]), ensuring all
features have the same scale.

C. Model construction

One of the valuable parts of neural network model con-
struction is a suitable selection of neuron activation functions
[17]. During model construction two types of neuron activation
functions are used: Parametric ReLU and sigmoid (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. A) Parametric ReLU function, B) sigmoid function

The next part of model construction is building the model
architecture. Three hidden layers have been used for the DL
model. The model type is a branched neural network (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Model architecture

There are several reasons for the current architecture selec-
tion:

• Feature specialization: Each branch concentrates on a
distinct attribute, boosting the model’s capacity to identify
a variety of complex patterns.

• Hierarchical learning: The model can understand complex
interactions because different branches learn at varying
levels of abstraction.

• Enhanced representation: The overall representation of
the input data in the model is enhanced by the fusion
of outputs from distinct branches.

• Improved generalization: Reduced over-fitting improves
the model’s performance on unobserved data due to
specialized branches.

• Resource efficiency: The best possible use of computing
resources is achieved through parallel processing.

• Flexibility: Branches can be added or changed to accom-
modate changing data circumstances or application needs.

D. Model training, result verification, saving

The training application is an automated flow which encap-
sulates the entire logical sequence of the results’ extraction
via ML model (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. The application’s high level design UML diagram

Each step of the automation flow represented as an indepen-
dent software module (Fig. 10), which can be modified and
replaced with another one fast and easily due to application’s
modular structure.

Fig. 10. Pseudo-code for execution flow of application

The usage flow of the model reads the saved model from
encrypted container (docker), providing the GDSII and Lay-
erMap files to the predictor tool.

Fig. 11. The proposed method implementation flow with:
A) Data collection and model training,
B) Model evaluation and crosstalk prediction



After the entire data processing flow as data collection (Fig.
1), the processed data must be provided to the trained model.
The result is crosstalk existence prediction for neighbor metal
pairs. The tool will exclude the pairs that do not have crosstalk
effect and will generate report with crosstalk affected metal
pairs for each metal layer in design (Fig. 11).

III. MODEL TRAINING RESULTS

The model training had been done with about 90% pass
rate. Mini-batch training technique was used to train the
model due to large training data set. Training was done on
different data and address sized embedded memories and had
been successfully tested on another bunch of memories and
standard cells. During training process, some utilities, such as
TensorFlow-TensorBoard were used to log and extract training
related information, especially training accuracy (Fig. 12) and
loss function (Fig. 13) curves.

Fig. 12. Training accuracy curve

Fig. 13. Loss function curve

Training validation data set accuracy curve as well had been
extracted (Fig. 14).

Fig. 14. Model training validation accuracy curve

IV. MODEL EVALUATION RESULTS

The model evaluation accuracy was checked for several
designs (Table 1) with the same clock frequency value. The
results show that 90% training pass rate remains for other
designs with the same design parameters.

TABLE I
MODEL EVALUATION RESULTS FOR SEVERAL DESIGNS

Design Metal
pair count

Crosstalk
count

Right pre-
dictions

Accuracy
(%)

sram 4x4 52318 3105 2826 91,01
sram 8x8 114726 7819 6880 87,99
sram 64x16 1198216 23402 20827 89,00
sram 64x64 1784573 31115 27847 89,50
sram 128x8 1865918 33121 30153 91,04
sram 256x128 7675412 81272 72900 89,70
100 STD cells 15415 282 269 95.39

V. DISCUSSION ABOUT FURTHER OPTIMIZATION AND
IMPROVEMENTS FOR THE PROPOSED CROSSTALK

PREDICTION METHOD

Currently the model considers the GDSII file for the designs
that contain only straight metals per metal layer due to
nowadays technology nodes limitations. But there are a lot of
technology nodes which are actual up today but takes smaller
part of the chip design market. Such nodes accept folded
metal usage in the design, so to cover this part of designs,
the purposed solution and model structure/training flow can
be enhanced.

The next possible enhancement point is more proper and
deep usage of the GDSII parsed output file. That file gives
opportunity to extract the port list of the cells. The additional
data can be provided to the flow which will include the
mapping of input signal names and their functionalities (Tags).
Based on that information the training data set can be enriched
by adding port related data, which will include data type and
data switching activity.

Currently the model supports crosstalk detection only for
metals per layer as mentioned above. The new input will
enable crosstalk prediction based on the connected metals
between layers. Some of newer technology nodes allow having
metal cut in the GDSII output file which is presented with
separate layer. Different metals per layer will be presented as
a single metal and cut layers. The further improvement will
consider these cut layers as well and consider the metal layer
as a separate metal.

VI. COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED CROSSTALK
PREDICTION METHOD WITH EXISTING METHODS

The routing-free crosstalk prediction method has been al-
ready implemented [14]. The inputs of that method are the
designs placement and post-routing databases, out of which the
machine learning DB is created, which becomes training ma-
terial for ML model. The advantage of the mentioned method
is predicting the possible crosstalk effects before having the
full GDSII file for the design. This gives opportunity to have



maximum crosstalk aware placement due to the early staged
detected results.

Meanwhile, the proposed crosstalk prediction method uses
fully designed GDSII file, which allows detecting possible
crosstalk for the entire design hierarchies, including routing
related crosstalk effects. As well, GDSII file at any stage of
digital design flow may be used as an input.

Modern place and route family tools usually use the com-
putational methods to calculate crosstalk effect between nets
or pins. Computational methods require resources such as
CPU/GPU and memory, and the entire design crosstalk detec-
tion take huge time. The market requires that the time to fully
implement a chip be shorter. Nevertheless, the computational
methods provide certain results, over time the run-time of
computational crosstalk detection methods will no longer meet
market requirements. The proposed method has much higher
performance than computational methods, however it provides
the possibilities of crosstalk existence.

VII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the ML technique-based method is introduced
and implemented for crosstalk prediction in integrated circuits.
By providing the circuit GDSII file and layer mapping file, the
crosstalk effect can be predicted with approximately 90% pass
rate. With the technology node change, only metals parsing
per layer iteration from data generation flow may be changed,
and the rest of the iterations can be the same, which is the
flexibility and versatility of the method. The potential use cases
of the model are place and route family tools. The predicted
possible crosstalk points can be transferred to that tool with
corresponding format (due to flow’s flexibility) and the tool
can automatically resolve crosstalk related issues. The model
can be potentially used in the signal integrity analyzer tools
as well as a crosstalk prediction engine.
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